Project Report 1  
**Required Document (E-mail submission only)**  
**Due: March 10 2005.**

At this stage, you need to submit a two page document that should be editable. Preference is MS Word. You may like to start on your pre-proposal for building this report. Use of words and sentences be made judiciously for an effective report with limited number of pages. The contents of this document are as follows.

- **Title**
- **Background** to motivate readers about your work – existing challenges if any.
- **Related work:** This is a major section. Refers to list of recent publications while discussing the related work. The related publications are likely to be from important journals and conferences. Briefly state their significant contributions. Comment on what is lacking. How your work is going to be different from the existing works.
- **List of references** should be given in IEEE style. The above page limitation is excluding the list of references. Depending on the topic and your efforts to search, this list could vary.

The above deadline is an extension from the initial announcement by two weeks. That way you can make an exhaustive search on your topic and focus on evaluating them well. However, please continue to work on your project so that you will be able to turn in the mid-term report a week after the Spring Break. Good luck. No extension is expected at time.